Seeking Refuge in Allah from Bad Characteristics
Esselamu Aleykum ve Rahmetullah
Eûzübillâhimine’ş-şeytâni’r-racim, Bismillâhirrahmânirrahim.
Vesselatu Vesselamu ala Resulina Muhammedin Seyyidul evvelin vel ahirin.
Medet Ya Resulullah, Medet ya Sadat-ı Ashab-ı Resulullah, Medet ya Meşayihina,
Şeyh Abdullah Dağıstani, Şeyh Muhammed Nazım el Hakkani, destur.
Tarikatuna’s sohbe vel hayru fi’l cemiyya.
Our Prophet (sAs) says
ٰ ْاﻻَ ْﺧ
ﻚ اِﻧﱢﻲ اَﻟﱠﮭُ ﱠﻢ
َ ِﺎق ِﻣﻦَ اَ ُﻋﻮ ُذﺑ
ِ َﺎق اﻟ ﱢﺸﻘ
ِ َق َوﺳُﻮ ِء َواﻟﻨﱢﻔ
ِ ﻼ
“Allahumma innî a’ûdhu bika min ash-shaqaaqî wa ‘nnifaaqi wa sû’ il-akhlâq.”
“Oh! Lord, we seek refuge in You from discord, hypocrisy, and bad
characteristics.” These attributes are those that Allah dislikes, our Prophet (sAs)
dislikes, those who possess these habits are bad. Those who are in position of
being ulama and also possess such habits are worse.
The Ottomans ruled for 700 years, then the separation took place. They [such
ulama] caused a separation among the Muslims. They were bad, ill-mannered,
hypocrites. Now, there are many ulama who are bad and who have submitted
themselves to such. They are ill-natured, lacking manners, and show no respect to
others. They have respectful manners neither towards the Prophet, nor towards the
awliya (saints, friends of Allah), nor towards the companions of the Prophet. This
is why they are hypocrites. These dividers cause fitna (social temptations). They
come forth and satisfy their own desires.

These people are explicitly cursed by the Prophet (sAs) and by Allah azza wa jalla.
Our Prophet (sAs) says, “May Allah protect us from them; we seek refuge in Allah
against them.” Now they have multiplied like mushrooms. Not respecting the
sanctity of the Prophet is a new fashion, not showing love for the companions of
the Prophet, not respecting the sanctity of the family of the Prophet (sAs) is a new
fashion.
They come forth and talk but they have no mind. Not that they have little
mind, they have none. Otherwise they would have thought that the world is a place
we spend a short time in, and it is wrong of us to wish for fame. These people,
where they receive money from is unknown, are wrong and with no mind. They are
certainly subject to Shaytan.
May Allah protect us, even when only few people subject themselves to these
ones, they think, “We will change it all.” Do they think to themselves that that is
better way? I don’t know what they think, but since a very long time, the time of
our Prophet (sAs) many like these have appeared and their names are forgotten
already. There are many people who lost their opportunity in next world, but Allah
(jalla jalalahu) protects the religion. Our people’s leaven has vigor. Let them speak
as much as they like, they do wrong to themselves only. A people returns to its
origin; these also are going to be forgotten.
Being forgotten, no one will remember them. They are going to hell. Our end is
bad without love for the Prophet (sAs), without possessing his good manners and
dignity. That is why our Prophet (sAs) says, “We seek refuge in Allah; let us not
follow our desires (nafs).” May Allah purify us. May Allah have those who are astray
return back to the straight path, insha’Allah. And may our feet stay steady,
insha’Allah.
Al-Fatiha!
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